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Colors

Size Thickness BLANCA COALA GRIGIA
8X47 3/8" NCALBLA8X47 NCALCOA8X47 NCALGRI8X47

16X47 Paver 3/4" LPAVNCALBLA1647 LPAVNCALCOA1647 LPAVNCALGRI1647

APPLICATIONS Flooring Counters Wall PEI Rating Variation COF Freeze/Thaw Breaking Strength Water Absorption Hardness Chemical Resistance

RESIDENTIAL

V V2 DCOF - > 0.42 Wet Resistant > 275 lbf < 0.5% 7 ResistantLIGHT COMMERCIAL

HEAVY COMMERCIAL

Caldera Collection is the very essence of modern day luxe, with subtle creamy white and beige hues accented by knots and graining that can be seen 
and felt. In a sophisticated matte finish, this rectified wood look plank and coordinating paver work overtime to give your residential or light commercial 
space a touch of natural beauty in a durable, easy care porcelain.

Disclaimer:
Variation in shade is an inherent attribute of porcelain tile.  
To ensure customer satisfaction: Make sure to look over all tiles before installing. Please select tile from same lot: same size, and 
numerical shade. Intersperse tiles throughout your job from different boxes. Rotate the tiles so there won’t be repetitive patterns.
*No claims accepted after tile installation.

Installation
1/8" Grout Size is recommended on all tile 
installation. When installing rectangular tiles a 
less than 33% staggered brick lay is strongly 
recommended. 

Large format tiles: It is mandatory that the mortar 
coverage on the floor surface and tile be greater 
than 95% coverage to be fully supported. Voids due 
to insufficient coverage will result in cracking and 
tile displacement.

Technical Information

Primary Colors: Gray, White
Material Type: Glazed Porcelain
Country of Origin: Italy
Finish: Matte

Features At A Glance

• 8x47 indoor wood look planks and matching 16x47x2CM outdoor paver 
• Available in three unique colors 
• Available In Matte Finish
• Copings are also available in 13X24 size

Blanca 8"x47"

Blanca Paver 16"x47"

Coala 8"x47"

Coala Paver 16"x47"

Grigia 8"x47"

Grigia Paver 16"x47"

Designers are Buzzing The transitional living trend is here to stay, so here’s the green light to start planning your dream space with MSI’s industry-leading indoor-to-
outdoor porcelain tile collections.

Accessible Assortment Authentic natural stone looks like marble, travertine, slate, and limestone to wood and concrete looks, we offer a wealth of indoor-to-outdoor 
tile and pavers options.

Flawless Transitions Choose complementary or exact match indoor-outdoor porcelain tiles and pavers to create a seamless, envy-worthy look that endures the ages.

Modern Life Ready Stain, scratch, and slip resistant, our durable, low-maintenance porcelain tiles and pavers are a homeowner’s dream.


